The renovation/construction project is moving along well. Phase one is complete. Punch list items, i.e. painting and clean-up, will continue for the next few weeks.

Work in Process/Project Look Ahead

- Circulation Changes/Barriers
  - Reminder – If you would like to use the ECRF entrance after hours, contact Tim Wakeman (trw23) for card access.
  - Reminder – Door 21B (VRTX entrance) has been closed until modifications can be made to the pedestrian path. We anticipate that this door will reopen in early-Spring.
  - Schurman Hall entrance (door 32 by new temporary library) new pedestrian pathway from Tower Rd. sidewalk through the Federal Nutrition Lab will be constructed in early-Spring.

-VRTX
  - Office moves will continue until June according to the surge plan. Details on the timeline are posted on the Capital Project website.

-Construction
  - Select demolition and asbestos abatement has begun in the old diagnostic lab, old library and CPC.
  - Major building demolition is targeted for March. Notification and details will be sent prior to this starting. This process will be very noisy and disruptive for approximately 6-8 weeks.
  - Construction for new library wing continues.
  - Modifications in the Gallery, including new stairwell and construction walls, will initiate over spring break. The ATM will not be affected. Appropriate egress will be maintained throughout.
  - Demolition in the Clinical Programs Center (old Centennial Room and classroom) is scheduled to begin as soon as new Gallery stairwell is installed. Expect minor circulation changes. Appropriate notifications and signage will be distributed.
  - Starting March 1st, saw-cutting and building separation between Schurman Hall and the old Library and the Veterinary Education Center will begin. Expect noise and vibration until this process is complete.

Accessibility, Parking and Entrances
The University has updated the Accessibility, Parking and Entrance map for our use, as a result of the construction project. Please see link for Accessibility map and details. [http://disability.cornell.edu/](http://disability.cornell.edu/)

**Shutdowns**

- There are no scheduled shutdowns at this time. Separate notifications with details will be distributed when appropriate.

**REMINDER** – Please be cautious and aware of the construction going on around you – particularly in stairwells, corridors and exits. If you notice a safety hazard, please contact the Facilities Office.

**Questions or Concerns** – Please call the CVM Facilities Office @ (607) 253-4455 or (607) 253-3725 or e-mail cvmexpansion@cornell.edu or wad2@cornell.edu.